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Cars are not only luxury these days in fact it is more of a necessity. With keeping requirements of
people automobile companies are working hard to give us affordable as well as performance
oriented cars. There are so many new as well as popular cars. There are few of them.

Hyundai Eon

One more small and a successful car from Hyundai. Hyundai has already made so many successful
hatchbacks but this one has something special and in fact we can say that with this car Hyundai has
set a benchmark for the small family cars. It is highly fuel efficient as well as a great performer.

Toyota Etios

This car from Toyota surely created a wave through this car. Toyota doesn't make this type of entry
level sedan but when they entered this market they came with a bang. People are loving this car as
it is spacious, comfortable, performer and what not. People who own it feel proud to have this car.

Mahindra XUV500

Within the month of a launch of this car it made very strong impact on the automobile market. With
it's aggressive look as well as performance youngsters get more attracted towards it. It was believed
that this car was the most awaited SUV of the year. Bookings are going high. There is no end to its
success.

Nissan Sunny

The new Nissan sunny is doing really great job in the market. In fact Nissan Sunny is the first
Nissan car in India and this car has made it's foot strong in the Indian automobile market. Mileage is
amazing and look wise also this car has created a benchmark in this range.

Honda Jazz

Honda jazz is a first small car from Honda who is famous for manufacturing luxurious car. But this
time they with their new Honda Jazz they are doing extremely well. With so many features, great
performance the car is a huge hit  and popular in the market.

Ford Fiesta

There are so many takers for the new fiesta due to it's awesome interiors and great features. People
love this car and they feel very happy to drive it, there are so many features that too in an affordable
range. The great thing is that it is available in both petrol as well as diesel engine. So it is up to your
choice which one you want to purchase.

Maruti Swift

This car was first launched in 2005 and after that it totally took the market to its side and now when
new Maruti Swift has entered the market people are going crazy for this car too. Its sporty look is
making everyone crazy. Performance is awesome, there are not even a single problem that you'll
face. The car is spacious, comfortable and surely very powerful.
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Mike Nielsen - About Author:
Carspricesindia is the best car portal provides complete online information about a  cars showroom
India , latest upcoming car models, new most popular cars, a  car dealers in India , car news and
reviews about all car models.
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